Trisha

Brown

All of the Person's Person Arriving

An interviewby MarianneGoldberg

Trisha Brown's dancersno longer strap themselvesinto harnessesto
walk down the sides of buildings,but in Set andReset(1983)Diane Madden is held horizontallyaloft so that she appearsto walk acrossthe back
scrim. This image refers to Brown's early works in non-proscenium
spaces and at the same time foregroundsthe prosceniumspace itself,
pointing out its "four walls" and its cubic dimensions.Near the beginning of LateralPass(1985),RandyWarshawdanceswith a harnessaround
his waist, connectedto a rope suspendedfrom above. Suddenly,the rope
levers him off the floor in mid-step. Undaunted,Warshawis an unlikely
circusacrobator Peter Pan or even a hero of baroqueballet assistedby
flying machines.These preludesto Brown's most recentpiecesreflecther
ongoing dialog with the prosceniumtheater,its architecture,and its history of spectacle.Brown's Walkingon the Wall,done at the WhitneyMuseum in 1971, changedpeople's perceptionsof naturallocomotion; her
currentwork changesperceptionsabout the proscenium.
Set andResetand LateralPasswere part of Brown's 1985 City Center
series, her first engagementat a major mainstreamManhattantheater.
She openedone of the programswith her solo, Accumulation
WithTalking
Plus Watermotor,
in which she switches back and forth between two humorous stories about her experiencesperformingthe dance. Meanwhile,
she splicestogetheran older, more methodicaldanceof the early'70s and
a fast-wheeling,kineticallycontradictoryand complexdancecalled Watermotor(1978).
As she keeps two dancesand two storiesstraight,she improvisescomments-telling the spectatorsone night that she lost her audiencehalfway through the evening before. Then she playfullyaddressedan issue
emphasizedin the press-that she was performingher work for a larger,
uninitiatedaudience. At a rhythmic shift in her movement, she said,
"Thereinlyeth the dilemma,my friends,of a seriousartistmeetingpopular acceptance."She proddedthe audienceto stay with it, asking, "Remember this?" as she demonstrateda sequenceof slippery moves that
was particularlydifficultto recall.
Although this was Brown's first season performingfor uptown New
York audiences,she has presentedher work in prosceniumtheatersfor
ten years, at the Brooklyn Academy of Music and in conventionaltheaters throughoutEurope. Earlierin her career, Brown's choreography
was shown in lofts, on Manhattanrooftops, and on rafts floating on a
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In the 1983 Set and Reset
(below), Brown makes
referenceto the 1970 Man
Walking Down the Side
of a Building (above).
(PhotosbyJohn Waiteand
Carol Godden)
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Minnesotalake. These environmentaldancesincludedthe unpredictable
actionsof passersbyor of wind that pushedthe raftsaround.A proscenium limits the spectators'focus, but Brown's additionof music and sets
offers such an arrayof theatricalinformationthatviewers can selectwhat
to pay attentionto. In Set andReset,Brown collaborateswith LaurieAnderson(music)andRobertRauschenberg(visualinstallation)andin Lateral Passwith PeterZummo (music)andNancy Graves(visualinstallation).
Brown's collaborationswith visual artistsoften bring into the theater
an illusion of the outdoors. Fujiko Nakaya's set for Opal Loop (1980)
encasesthe dancersin fog. DonaldJudd'sbackdropsfor Son of GoneFishin'(1981)evoke a rural,wateryenvironment.They spanthe entireback
wall, lowering or rising to revealdifferentproportionsof deep green or
blue in relationto the retrogradestructureof Brown'schoreography.Juxtaposedwith the dancers'wash of gesturesand shifts of weight in retrograde,the moving backdropsgave me the sensationthat the horizonline
was rocking, as if I were on a boat. In Set and Reset,Rauschenberg's
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Environmentsbothnatural
and theatrical:Primary
Accumulation (1974) on a
Minnesotalagoonand
RobertRauschenberg's
sculpturaldesignfor Set and
Reset (1983). (Photosby
Boyd Hagen and Beatriz
Schiller)
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sculptureof a rectangleflankedby two pyramidsrises to hang like a
storm cloud above the dancers.Newsreels are projectedonto the filmscreensurfacesof the sculpturein a torrentof mediainformation:multiple images of airplanes,cows, rushing water, or the National Guardin
action.
But these environmentsdo not become landscapesin the conventional
sense.Judd's panelsassertthemselvesas huge two-dimensionalcanvases
as much as they evoke expansesof grass, sky, or water. Rauschenberg's
storm cloud is also a geometricstructurewith flickeringlight, revealing
its own technology by leaving the film projectorsvisible. Set and Reset
calls attention to the conventions of the prosceniumstaging. Brown's
runawaydancing, full of handstandsand loping travelingsteps, is truncatedby the edge of the stage. The dancersremainvisible as they careen
offstage, becauseRauschenberginstalledsee-throughcurtains.The dancing continuesbeyond the bordersof the stage, questioningthe proscenium's framingfunction. Brown had foregroundedthe edge of the stage
previouslyin GlacialDecoy (1979), when one dancerwould slip beyond
the frameout of view just as anotherappearedon the other side of the
stage doing the same movement:the prosceniumseemed unableto contain the dancing.
If Set andResetplays with the stage architecture,LateralPassis about
theatricalityitself. Brown's solo opens the piece. She swerves out of the
wings like a magicianwith a trickup her sleeve, touting a sequinedcape
which is bright pink on the outsideand deep green on the inside. As her
path takes her downstage center, the curtainbegins to close on her, but
she makesit throughin the nick of time. In front of the curtain,she goes
throughthe pacesof her rapidlyshiftinggesturesin a matter-of-factstyle,
but the capeaddsa spectaculartwist. It momentarilytransformsBrown's
armsinto airplanewings or a flutedspectacleof color. The curtainopens
for her, and she shoots backinto the interiorof the stage and then out to
the wings. Overheadwe see the looped edge of the rope which will suspend Warshaw.
In dance, spectacleand trickeryhave manipulatedspectators'perceptions of gravity,particularlythroughthe etherealelevationof the ballerina supported by her male partner. Warshaw'ssuspension by harness
makesajoke on such conventionswhile achievinga gravity-defyingillusion of its own. Showing us the harness,Brown revealsthe mechanicsof
the trick. Warshaw,a man with a particularlysolid sense of his own
weight, dancesthis role, creatinga tension and an analogy between the
partneredballerinaand the mechanicallyelevatedWarshaw.As Warshaw
skirtsthe headsof the other dancers,he picksup one dancerand partners
her for a momentin the air beforehe rejoinsthe group on terrafirma.At
times, the whole danceappearsto be floatingslightly above ground.
There are other referencesto balleticspectaclein LateralPass. At one
point, Vicky Shick strikesa conventionalballetic"attitude,"tilts slightly
forward, and with determinationcurves her arms in the academicline
thatis so foreignto Brown's efficientmechanics.DesignerNancy Graves
picks up the referencein a gauzy, tutu-likepiece of fabricthat is first seen
on Madden'swaist. Dancersalso weartubingthatechoesWarshaw'srope
or oblong appendagesattachedto their upperarms. These objectsare in
the tradition of Merce Cunningham'scollaborationswith artists like
Rauschenberg,who placed them on the body as elements of collage.
Maddenin her tutu reboundsoff the floor into StephenPetronio'sarms
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in a swan-like pose with her chest thrust forward and legs and arms extended backward across the support of Petronio's torso.
Madden reappears later with the tutu around her neck, and it takes on
the connotations of a clown's collar, contributing to the circus ambience
that Warshaw's aerial forays inspire. Lighting designer Beverly Emmons
underscores the effect by projecting bright pink and green circles across
the stage floor. Graves also adds to the play on spectacle by overloading
the stage with layer after layer of huge, colorful chunks of sculpture descending from above, sometimes forcing the dancers to dodge around
them or dance behind them. Brown is commenting on the mechanics of
entertainment, while she and the audience thoroughly enjoy all the fuss.
Then there is the virtuosic dancing itself. In Brown's dances of the '6os
and early '70s, she developed a style consistent with the dance aesthetics
of the Judson Church Dance Theater: straightforward and functional,
based on the mechanics of the body. Although her current squiggles and
exuberant surges of energy seem the antithesis of these purist roots, her
complex style was in many ways formed by those early experiments.
Through explorations with equipment and conceptual scores, she laid the
foundation for the invention of her current movement language.
Brown no longer creates movement sequences through simple tasks
such as instructing dancers who are connected by ropes and wooden
boards strapped across their backs to adjust their weight as they fall toward or away from each other (LeaningDuets, 1971). But the weight of
the body and how it falls is still a primary source for both the timing and
interactions of the dancers. Nor does Brown any longer create dances
with movements that accumulate serially one after another. Easeful joint
articulations-a rotating head, a leg levering to hip level, a shoulder piv-
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In Lateral Pass (1985),
Diane Madden(left) wears
a "tutu"aroundher waist
and strikesa swan-likepose.
(Photo by Babette
Mangolte)
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Weightis usedas a primary
sourceof movement
in both
the 1971LeaningDuets
(left)andthe 1985Lateral
Pass (right).(Photosby
BoydHagenand ohann
Elbers)
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oting to raise an arm overhead-form the basis for her current style.
Dancers often initiate several distinct actions at once, the limbs functioning as independent time elements in an intricate rhythmic play.
Brown's Locus (1975) generated her switch to this more complex style
through the use of what she calls a movement "scor'e."As far back as her
Trillium(1963), Brown was developing scores or rules that she formulated to create movement. Brown says her creative process occurs at the
interface between the movement score and the immediate physical response of the dancers to it. Primary Accumulation(1972) is based on a
mathematical score which dictated that the dancers articulate the first
movement, the second, then back to the first, second, and then a third,
and so on: a list constantly retracing itself to go forward.
In Brown's earlier work, the audience'sjob seems to be to decipher the
rules of the score. In her later work, the scores are so complex they are
almost impossible to discern. For example, Set and Reset is based on a
rectangular progression that presses forward along the borders of the
stage, but it is interrupted by duets and trios in the interior of the space
that conceal the game plan. LateralPass is a departure for Brown in that it
was created without a score and based instead on what she calls "eccentric
criteria," or ideas about movement, such as pulling Warshaw out of the
context of the rest of the dance.
The score for Trillium involves one section in which Brown limited
herself to standing, lying, or sitting down. Even then she pushed the
dance to the limit, working imaginatively with the instructions until "lying down" was attempted in the air. Although there is no film of this
dance, perhaps the result was similar to the moment that, photographer
Jack Mitchell caught in Set and Reset when Brown, supported by Stephen
Petronio, is suspended horizontally in mid-air.
In Locus, Brown developed a spatial score based on a set of instructions
for the dancer moving within her own kinesphere, the immediate space
surrounding the dancer's body. Brown imagined the kinesphere as a cube
defined by 27 points distributed along its sides. The dancer related to a
sequence of points with modular gestures, each with its specific spatial
obligation. Through this method, Brown began to perform clusters of
separate gestures that were articulated simultaneously. This system gave
Brown the means to three-dimensionally graph erratic, multi-directional
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movements. She was familiar with this kind of dancing from years of
improvisation, but Locusallowed her to memorize and set phrases of this
complex movement. Yet Locus' movement still looks methodical in comparison to her Watermotor(1978), in which she successfully reversed the
process, improvising first and then setting the dance.
After Watermotor,
Brown was able to teach this complex, spontaneouslooking movement to her dancers in Glacial Decoy (1979). She broke from
her early emphasis on stability; now she began to allow the body to play
with unpredictable, off-balance traveling moves that catapulted the dancers across the space. She also began to cancel out a movement in one
direction with a gesture in another, deflecting the viewer's focus with
sequences of movements that ricocheted before ever having been firmly
established. This continual "sleight of hand" in Brown's recent work has
become a virtuosic form.
Brown has made a spectacular form out of the physical illusions created
by an often contradictory play of weight and directional thrust. If her
body seems to be going right, it may actually be going to the left. If she
seems to be settling into a comfortable position, she may actually be completely unstable. Physical illusion is nothing new in Brown's work. If she
had let the dancers who walked on walls move naturally, their bodies

Brown"lyingdownin the
air"in Set and Reset
(1983). (PhotobyJack
Mitchell)
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would have sagged into gravity. Their "pedestrian" walking was actually
an artifice established in the most taxing of circumstances, dictated by the
practicalities of adjusting to equipment.
As Brown's choreography became more difficult, her dancers became
more "superhuman," no longer the human scale performers of the Judson
Church Theater. Part of Brown's early interests were in the everyday
dynamics of untrained dancers. Much of the Judson work was based on
movement-as-task, with the dancer a "neutral doer" rather than an expressive vehicle for virtuosic action. The vestiges of task-like performing
remain in the way Brown's dancers today toss off complex movement
without showing off or displaying emotional expressions. Unlike those
"neutral doers," the dancers in Lateral Pass are often spatially oriented
toward the audience, and they communicate changing movement qualities, if not specific feelings.
Before LateralPass, Brown had focused on the pure articulation of the
body within the architecture of the performing space. The inexorably
repeated sequences in Brown's early work were grounded and predictable
to the point of making the dancers seem almost like solid objects. In
recent years, Brown's dancers have appeared instead to be suspended in
an ongoing field of activity, constantly wavering and shifting in sensuous
motion that keeps renewing itself-the purist sensibility informing this
sometimes airy and silky, sometimes bounding and raucous portrayal of
the human body in motion.
LateralPass sends Brown's choreography in new directions. For many
years, Brown adhered to the Judson proposal of uninflected dance that
refuses the psychologically charged rise and fall of traditional modern

Set and Reset (1983):
dancers
wavering
constantly
andshifting.(Photoby Lois
Greenfield)

Watermotor(1978):
Brown'sbodyflying in
severaldirections
at once.
R.
(Photoby Alexander)
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Mangolte)
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dance phrasing: attack, stasis, and dramatic resolution. Yvonne Rainer's
1966 manifesto called for a new kind of sequencing that presented the
dancer constantly engaged in an uninflected series of transitions, delivered
in a banal, matter-of-fact style. Rainer's Trio A (1966) is an exemplary
work in this style.
In both Brown's early methodical sequences and her recent complex
ones, she maintains a consistent pulse-a motor that lends a tone of sameness to her choreography, equally emphasizing each gesture. In Lateral
Pass, Brown instead develops sections of changing dynamic quality.
There were intimations of this in the duet and trio sections of Set and
Reset, but they were so condensed in time that they were enveloped within the monotone of passing activity.
In LateralPass, Brown presents extended sections with distinct textural
differences in time, space, and body tension. A clumsy sequence of
weighted moves and jerky pauses, for instance, might follow a lyrical,
sustained passage. Each sequence has a distinctly individual identity. The
overall structure of LateralPass is built up of a random collage of idiosyncratic solos, duets, and group sequences that occur together onstage, although often spatially isolated. A duet, more often than not, will involve
two incongruous partners.
This diversity gives spectators a radically different perception of time.
Whether in PrimaryAccumulation,Locus, or Set and Reset, time was measured by the continual reiteration of the present moment rather than
through contrasting activities. Essentially one overall idea permeated each
work-determined repetition in PrimaryAccumulation,wafting and rip-
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pling in Son of GoneFishin'and Set andReset'sexuberantedging forward
in space.
In LateralPass,as one chunkof distinctivematerialfollows another,the
piece begins to progresslinearly-an episodic travelogue,perhaps,with
the dancerspassingthrougha changingkineticlandscape.Graves'sculptures resembletopographicalmaps. When the sculpturesreflecta neon
glow from Emmons' dramaticshifts of light, they call to mind the kind
of scene you might encounterwhen you approacha city coming off a
highway at night. Peter Zummo's music, with its circular melodic
themes that complete themselves at odd rhythmic intervalssometimes
takes on a surreal,sci-fi quality. The shifts of movement, light, set, and
music are coordinated(ratherthanjuxtaposed)so that at times they coalesce in this centralillusion of a travelogueacrosstime and space. This
kind of theatricalitythat comes from an accumulationof contrastingimageryis new to Brown's work.
LateralPass also fragmentsthe viewer's focus far less than Brown's
other work, so the emerging images are not easily eradicated.The set,
music, and dance function in coordination.The movement is less fractured, revealing the simpler lines of the body working as a cohesive
whole ratherthan predominatelyas a sum of independentparts. The
group sequencesbecome easier to perceivewhen one group of dancers
performsthe same movements in counterpointto anothergroup rather
than splinteringthe materialin all differentdirections.Brown no longer
splits the focus of the dancebetween activityhappeningin the interiorof
the space and movement that accentuatesthe edges of the stage. Instead
the dance is containedwithin the prosceniumframe. Ratherthan fragmenting the work, the collage sequencingand randomspatialstructure
serveto unify it in a similarway to how Cunningham'sdancescommunicate unity-in-disunity.
The lessening of fragmentation,along with changing dynamics, coordinatedtheatricalelements, and frontalorientationtriggerassociations
with more overtly expressivedances.These obliquereferencesto familiar
structuresin moderndanceas well as the more flippantreferencesto balletic spectaclegive LateralPass the sense of being in conversationwith
variouscomponentsof Westerndancetheatricality.LateralPassasks interesting questionsabout the relationbetweenestablishedtheatricalconventions and puristformality:when Diane Maddenbendsher knees,then her
elbows, and then her torso, progressingslowly from a standingposition
to all fours to supine, do we see herjoints as hinges closing towardthe
floor, or do we see someone peacefullysinkinginto the earthto rest for a
while? When a performerdefies gravity, do we perceive mechanicsor
illusion,and do we perceiveit differentlyif the performeris a ballerinaon
stageratherthana man walkingdown the side of a Soho building?Twenty years afterJudson, as '6os formalismis increasinglycombined with
expressivetheatricalconventions,arewe now facinga glued-togetherhybrid or somethingentirelynew?
ThroughoutLateralPass,Brown sporadicallyjogs our memory backto
Warshaw'sharnesssuspensionand through him to those Walkingon the
Wallevents in which Brown placeddancingout of the prosceniumcontext and out of the syntaxof traditionaldance.LateralPasscommunicates
a tension between dance nested within the theaterand dance wrenched
out of it. The piece both exploits and estrangesthe elementsof proscenium dancetheatricalityand spectacle.Characteristically,
Brown turns the
familiarconventionsof the stage askew and sets them loose within the
more slipperypossibilitiesof the imagination.
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INTER VIEWS WITH TRISHA BROWN:
August 1983-October 1985
GOLDBERG:Do you see your role as an artistdifferentlynow thanyou
did in the yearsof your earlydances?
BROWN: The early years were a time of incrediblepurity. The wide
world is in no way interestedin the completionof those kindsof perfectly simpleideas. The performanceof those pieceswas difficultand if your
audienceis not with you, it is doubly difficult.It was a very clear,complete, stimulating,and meaningfulworking time for me. Those early
dances-Locus, the accumulationand wall pieces-were such radicalacts
in the developmentof dancethat therewas both the up side of that-the
stimulationof being radicalin a very conventionalworld-and the down
side, constantlyhaving to argue a position. I am very involved in community, both locally and worldwide, and in politicalissues. I wanted to
have a larger, more effective voice through dance. Those early dances
were removedfrom the kind of large audiencethat I am in front of now.
In the theater,I am in the house of entertainment.The early works dealt
with challengeand stimulation,not entertainment.I have somethingto
tell a largeaudienceaboutart, aboutlife, and they won't listenif I do the
earlierwork.
GOLDBERG:Whatis it about your recentwork that is easierfor audiences to relateto?
BROWN: The dancingis much more kinesthetic,outgoing, and flamWith
boyant. One of the reasonsthat I often put my solo Accumulation
first on the programis to let the audienceknow
TalkingPlus Watermotor
that I am alive and awake, I can see them, they can hearmy breathingjust to let them know I am a human, feelingbeing. I am trying to maintain my artisticrigor and at the same time expressthe side of me that is
witty and caringand fast as a whip. Those arequalitiesthat people relate
to. In the early dances, when I subjectedmyself to a formal structure
what one saw was the danceand not the dancer.
GOLDBERG:Withinyour new flamboyantstyle, are you still developing the conceptof "puredance"that stems from the earlyperiod?
BROWN: My movementis still physicaland abstract,basedon the mechanicaluse of the body. It has no emotionalbase or content. Although
there may be asymmetricalrelationshipsto metered time, or surges of
energy,they are about physicalenergy. Surges,splashes,silences-all of
those things are emotive, dependingon the responsesystem of the viewer, but I do not set out and say, "How do I feel about such and such?"I
feel through my psycho-kinestheticsystem. The work is very human,
very physical,very sensuous.I triedto makethe body be a stickfigurein
the early '70s, but it's impossible. I accept the inevitabilityof connotational spill-off. But I do not set up connotations.My orientationis very
formal.
GOLDBERG:How do you and your dancerstrain?

TrishaBrown. (Photo by
Ken Probst)

BROWN: The way I can move the best had no chancein the system of
moderndancetrainingI had. My moderndancetrainingwas in serviceto
moderndanceconventionalchoreography.I wasn'twantingto dancethat
way. But departingfrom that training,you're in no-man's-land.I strug-
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gled valiantlyin composition class at Mills College, with earnestquestions, not with belligerence.If you have this other song and the notes for
it aren'tin the danceclassesthat are around,you have to try to develop
your own work. At that time, the revolutionwith non-abusivemovement was beginningto take place. I learneda lot from Elaine Summers
and from Alexandertechnique. Now I do basic modern dance movements and calisthenicsto strengthenmy body. I changewhat I do according to need and temperament.I makeup exercisesworking with postural
ideasand alignment.Beyond that-openness in my joints.
GOLDBERG:Has this way of way of working determinedyour movement style?
BROWN: I think so. I have less tolerancefor pain. I work with a pure
idea of how the body is structured,lining things up really smoothly. I
work with simple actions. I move into and out of things in an animal
way. My leg goes as high, my torso will tilt as radicallyright as it can
within a supple and animalisticimage. The movement has to function
within the naturalpathwaysof the body. It disturbsme greatlythat dancers have such injuries.I'm trying to outsmartit.
GOLDBERG:How have you trainedyour dancers?
BROWN: In my early work, I used the instructionsto the dancersas a
device to find my movementlanguage.I would tell them, "Startmoving
right andjump underneathyourself."Everyonewould do that in an entirelydifferentway. But thatidea of isolatingone actionfrom another,of
juxtaposingtwo disparateactions simultaneously,was built into the instruction.It was a way of definingwhat my movementlanguagewas, of
transferringmy dreamsover to "foreigners."One of the ways I trainmy
dancershow to make choices that I like is to start them out handlinga
smallunit of material.The differencebetweenwhat a new danceris making now comparedto 1975 is unrecognizableas being the same style of
dance. 1975 was plain, simple, straightforward,large, utilitarian.Now I
look for the more chaoticand imaginativesolution ratherthan the most
simple or economical.Over the years, I have developeda more complex
field of choices.
GOLDBERG:How do you collaboratewith the dancersin making a
new work?
BROWN: In Set andResetandpieces precedingit, I taughtmovementto
the company and then we worked together to develop it further.The
actualmovementphrasebecomesa groundbase that is transformed.The
collision of purposesamong the dancersin working togethercreatesan
outcome of movement other than the original.
GOLDBERG:Whatabout in LateralPass?
BROWN: LateralPasswas a departurefrom this previousway of working. Insteadof choreographingmovementand teachingit to the dancers,
I extemporizedmovement on the spot and the dancers"read"my body
like a score. I worked with the dancersone-on-oneusing this process.If I
had an idea about the possibility of how the body could go, I would
presentit to the danceras an architectural
image and then say yes or no to
the result. I did that if I thought that my trying to renderthe image first
would limit the possibility.Thereis a placewhere Diane Maddenhas her
knees bent with her right arm folded at shoulderlevel and I suggested
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that she jump and swing her body backward as one piece and then come
back down to center. It is a very strenuous yet subtle action.
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Set and Reset (1983).
(PhotobyJackMitchell)

GOLDBERG: In recent years you have collaborated with visual artists
and composers. Why did you choose Laurie Anderson and Robert
Rauschenberg to work with you on Set and Reset?
BROWN: I've known the work of both for years, and I know them to
be independent and irreverent. I felt a connection with Laurie because I
have worked with words. I like her music very much. People in the audience hear it differently, which is a clue to its range of expression. Most
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sequencesof words have more than one meaning,and Lauriecan suggest
more routes out from the initial meaningof a sentencethan most. I can
roll with the reverberationsfor some time except that she goes on and
thereis more coming.
GOLDBERG:How did you work with her on the music?
BROWN: I had hoped to have the music up front and choreographto it
in the old-fashionedsense, becauseI had never done that. But that was
not possible given our differentschedules.So we worked with a system
of videotape-I would send a tape to Laurieevery three or four days
when we completeda sectionof the dance.She would put it on her monitor in her sound studio and watch it while she worked with different
mixes. She wrote the musicwith a very tight fit to the detailof the dance,
down to a gestureof the wrist, a handflippingover, a subtletyof a larger
movement. There are certainbasic things that we agreedupon-that the
music does not have to underwritethe dance.If you see it you don't have
to hear it too. But there are markedchangeswithin the dance, and the
music accommodatesand acknowledgesthose differences.
GOLDBERG:Some of these changesin Set and Resethave to do with
variationsin dynamicsand in styles and qualitiesof movement. Do you
think your recentmovement maintainsa relationto the conceptof nonclimactic,ongoing phrasingthat was developedatJudson?
BROWN: In Set andResetthereis a motor going all the time. That basic
eastern,seamless,ongoing momentumis still there. Thereare some peppery places,but for the most partit is on an even keel. It is possibleto be
rhythmicallycomplex within that ground base, using the differentbody
partsas independenttime elements.Therearemany disruptionsof rhythmic expectation-the evennessis not reliable.A full rangeof dynamicsis
active, but I don't think, "Now we're going to pour on the energy and
drive toward the ecstaticmoment." The ecstasy is possible at any moment, ratherthanbuildingtowarda catharticjubilation.But I also am not
trying to keep the climaxes out. In LateralPass, the ongoing motor
droppeddead. It stoppedand it said, "I'm standinghere." It didn'teven
look around.I tried to stop in Set andReset,and I managedit for a few
seconds. In LateralPass I was going for extremes-taking two figures
down to the floor andjust leaving them therewhile one figurearticulates
a solo. I hadn'thad anyoneon the floor that long since PrimaryAccumulation. The two figures on the floor came into the materialbecausethey
functionedas landscape.I left them there, these hunks of people that relate to the set.
GOLDBERG:There seem to be more recurringvisual elementsto hold
onto in Set andResetand LateralPass.Are you still composingserially,or
areyou also now using a form of theme and variation?
BROWN: During rehearsalsfor Set andReset,the dancerswere directed
to "acton impulse"with the phrasematerialthat I gave them. They were
supposed to use that materialconservatively,becauseit is easy to just
chew througho10,000ooo
yardsof movementin a secondand then have nothing to do for the next 20 minutes. But if a dancerhad an impulse-just
by encounter,accident,thought, happenstance,whatever-to do an intact sequencefrom one section at a differentpoint, they could and then
that movementwould recur.You might see it only on a single personat
one point and on everybody somewhere else. But I really don't think
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about working with theme and variation, in terms of recycling phrases. It
is rather that all that material is out there on the field of observation and
possibility and I feel free to draw on something that has happened before.
I may place the same material in a different context, or I may retrograde
or invert it. In LateralPass, the repetitions occur when I split up a duet
into its component parts and presented one of the figures separately at a
different point in the piece.

Group Primary
Accumulation (1973).
(Photo by Babette
Mangolte)

GOLDBERG: Is there a reason why you wouldn't use theme and variation?
BROWN: Probably because I did it as part of my formal training in
college and I just don't want to go back to that. I would also not do Locus
again. It is more interesting to think of other forms, other reasons for
dancing.
GOLDBERG: Do you feel that your experiments with equipment influenced your current movement style, in your use of weight, for example?
BROWN: I learned a lot about counterweight and ballast from the
equipment pieces. When you walk on a wall, if you actually were to just
relax, everything would hang down. You don't have all the signals you
get when you are upright about where your arm or head should be, so
you have to invent that. I learned how to make myself look like I'm
doing something which in fact I'm not, which I think has informed the
degree of conviction in my movement. I am willing to make a move
which is off-center as if I am softly setting myself down, when in fact I'm
in trouble.
GOLDBERG: So you're creating an illusion.
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BROWN: Yes, physical illusions. I am able to subject myself to an idea
in order to get an image across. That was learned walking on the wall.
GOLDBERG: What about the influence of the environmental pieces?
The drifting on the rafts in Minnesota reminds me of the way you have
the dancers drift from place to place in Son of Gone Fishin'. All of a sudden there are three duets which have become two trios in different spatial
relation to each other, and the spectator doesn't see how it happened.
This also seems similar to the device that you used in Drift, in 974, when
you had a group of dancers slowly progress forward, unnoticeably stepping slightly to the side. When they end up all the way stage right, the
audience didn't know how it happened.
BROWN: I would never have made those connections. I could say that I
make dance machines that take care of certain aspects of dance-making. In
the raft piece, the lake, the current, and the wind were all a machine for
selecting where we were in space.
GOLDBERG: Have these "dance machines," or scores, from previous
works affected your current approach to making dances?

Son of Gone Fishin'
(1981).(Photo by Lois
Greenfield)

BROWN: Each new formal structure, whether a score or some other set
of rules, gives us a tool. Over the years, the company has developed the
information and skills that come with those formal structures. Although
each of my new pieces is particular and distinct, all of the previous information is naturally brought into play. For instance, the dance-making
process in Locus sounds very cerebral, but it went into the body, as all
dance training goes into the body.
GOLDBERG: Could you describe the formal structure for Set and Reset?
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BROWN: This structurehas a very good balancebetween giving the
creatorthe sensethatthereis somethingsolid to lean on and specificto be
done and, at the same time, not completelyinterferingwith inspiration.
There was the structureof the rectangulardancethat progressedaround
the bordersof the space, as well as the sub-motifsof the interiordances
that occurredwithin the rectangle.Thereareadheringvisualprinciplesin
the constructionof the movement and its direction, which created a
strongbasefrom which we could takeoff into burstsof exuberantbehavior. It is those collisionsof purposebetween the formalstructureand the
dancingthat intrigue me. I think that Set andResetdoes not necessarily
look rigorous.Wouldyou agree?
GOLDBERG:To me the structureis not immediatelydiscernible.The
rectangularscore is disguisedby tangentsthat deflectyour eye and interrupt the continuityof the progression.Were there moments in Set and
Resetwhen you broke the structure?
BROWN: When we began rehearsalsfor Set andReset,on my first entranceonto the stage, I walked up, doubled over, and fell down on the
floor. I broke the rules by the third beat. That kind of contrastto the
given materialwas establishedright off the bat. A questionfrom people
working with me might be, "How far can I go with this?"I let them
know immediately.We took the simple instructionsto theirlimit. Actually, that way of working was the singulardistinctivedifferencebetween
Bob Dunn's classthat precededJudsonand every other class I've been in
in my life. Everyone, given the most simple assignment,took it to the
brinkof the moon.
GOLDBERG:Do you thinkyou could ever give up a scoreand function
purelyon physicalinspiration?
I did not give myself any spatialrestraints.I was
BROWN: In Watermotor
following the logic of the body's mechanicalsystems. In portionsof Set
and ResetI followed what the dance itself suggested, letting the movement happenand hoveringthereto snapit up. If it didn'thappenbeautifully then I imposed a direction.
GOLDBERG:Is therea score for LateralPass?
BROWN: No. In LateralPassI was working in a more extemporaneous
manner and thereforerelying on instinctualchoice, which I trusted. I
chose not to modify and refineto a point of eloquentsubtlety,as I had in
Set andReset.If ordinarilyI use a structureas a springboard,there have
always been tangentsthat grow out of that structuredmaterial.Lateral
Passis made up of tangentsthat are trying to structurethemselves.It is
held togetherby, let's say, "eccentriccriteria."
GOLDBERG:Could you explaina few of those?
BROWN: One of the ideas is taking things out of context-which is
commonly thought of as collage. Randomnessis inherentin a collage
system, so I find it less formal, less logical than my previous way of
working. I re-mixed everythingfrom its originalcontext and identitywhich gave it anotherlife. I would takea figureout of a duet andput her
in juxtapositionwith anothersolo that initiallyhad no intentionof sharing the audience'sfocus, forming a duet out of two really irrelevant
pieces of materialand working to get their differencesto buck off each
other. Anotherway of taking things out of context is to have the dance
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Opal Loop/Cloud
Installation #72503

(1980). (Photo by Nat
Tileston)

be slightly out of sync with the dancer. Randy flying is a good example. I
wanted to pull him slightly out of the context of the picture, take him out
of friction with the floor and objectify him or establish him as a prop.
GOLDBERG: Did you work individually with the dancers to accentuate
the differences in their movement styles?
BROWN: Yes, and I worked over a very long period of time without
continuity, because of touring. I had to punch things out whenever we
got off the airplane. There was an aggressiveness to the process. I have
always had time to refine things and to mull them over. The touring
imposed a new working schedule that resulted in a dance that was a real
departure.
GOLDBERG: Has working in the proscenium brought other changes?
BROWN: For the first ten years of my dance career I was not in a traditional theater, so I could decentralize my use of space. In the theater, the
only time that you can really be seen by everyone is when you are centerstage. If you are upstage left you are not seen in half the houses in the
world. We lay down the sight lines and adjust them in each theater. Also,
I geometrize my body in relation to the architecture of the three-dimensional stage space-the 45, 90o, and I8o degree angles are active in my
body and on the stage floor. It's my surrogate classicism. You can think
about the dance that keeps reestablishing itself in center as a narcissistic
act, but it is also essential to visibility, if you are being generous to everybody in the house and not just to the king and queen.
GOLDBERG: Do you think that your attitude toward the proscenium is
essentially different from working in environmental spaces?
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BROWN: I absolutelynever thought I would say this,,but I think there
areopportunitiesfor magic in a theaterthat therearenot in otherspaces.
I find myself thinking, "Whois this personwho makesthese moves in a
dance?"She is a suspendedperson. I don't have to tell you who I am in a
theater-I am whoever I want to be. With that distanceand isolation, I
can think of doing things I would not dare to do in bright light with
people close at hand. The work that was done in a loft was more utilitarian. The theatermakesit possible to think in terms of an imagerywhich
could be any century. A white room is 20othcentury,you can see who I
am, I can't trick you. Now I see the stage as "anyplace"--a place of
suspendedpossibilities.
GOLDBERG:I know you were able to spend a month in the Hamline
University Theatre in Minneapoliswhile choreographingLateralPass.
How did creatingthe piece in the theater,with the set available,affectit?
BROWN: I thinkit is one of the reasonsthatthe pieceis as differentas it
is. I could not have achievedsuch a level of integrationbetween Nancy
Graves'set and the dancewithout having those 30 days. I wantedthe set
to be presentin relationto what is going on in the dance.Thereis a stripe
of frictionbetween the set and the dancers.I worked in a rangeall the
way from "get that stuff out of here," becauseone section of the dance
was very big, to "bringit all down in" at the lowest possibletrim. Doing
this might makevisualsense, but the set was then definitelyin our danger
zone. There was that rangefrom total clearanceto high density and trying to do it in a way that was visually rhythmicand still maintainthe
integrityof the two separatemedia.
GOLDBERG:How did PeterZummo's music relateto the dancingand
the set?
BROWN: It was truly live music. The musicianswere improvisingto a
set of instructionsappliedto specificmelodic materialin relationto each
other, to us, and to the set. They temperedtheir musical responseto
what they saw by what they would have played anyway. Their instructions allowed them to vary the timing from performanceto performance
to intersectwith the dancers'rhythm, as determinedby the realeffectsof
gravity on the weight of the body. The dance and the music were two
strongseparateentities,but I also felt like I could play with the musicin a
palpableway, lean aroundin it a bit. We were co-responsive.
GOLDBERG:You seem to be at home in the theater, creatinglargescalepiecesin collaborationwith majorartists.Could you talkabouthow
economicsaffectedyour choice to continueworking in the proscenium?
BROWN: I thinkit would be reallybeautifulif the world could let artists
follow theirinstinctsin developingwork and not makethem conformto
fundingcycles and historicalexpectations.That is too idealistic.It is not
possible, especiallyin dance. Dance depends on an audience, and you
have to suffer the responseof that audience.There is a system, a network, a languagefor the touringand supportof dancein the world. This
networkoperatesin prosceniumstages. If you choose to work outsideof
that, you have built into it a problemof communicationwith the sponsor
and with the uninitiatedaudience.In the Judson days there was no National Endowment for the Arts or corporatesupport, so that wasn't an
issue. I stoppedwalking on the walls and doing those site-specificpieces
that involved equipment because there was no support for it, and I
couldn't afford it. For economic reasons, I redirectedthe thrust of my
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Walkingon the Wall
(1971).(Photoby Carol
Godden)
career.Someonehas to change,eitherthe system or the artist.Eatingand
rentingareacceptedmodes of behavior-one can't changethat.
GOLDBERG:Whatis the differencebetween "a changeof directionfor
economicpurposes"and selling out?
BROWN: If one goes into the prosceniumstage, is thatby natureselling
out? I changedmedium. I didn't changeintegrity. For the wall pieces, I
scoutedaroundforjust the right placeto do what I neededto do. Now I
am takingpossessionof the stage so that it becomesmy world, and I can
scout aroundwithin it for what I need. It still irritatesme that the cameras always snap when I'm jumping. I do understandwhy they snap at
the "pretty"moments,the ones that say, "Thisis a greatdancer."It is all
partof projectingacceptability.This thinkingpermeatesthe system-the
sponsoris going to comparemy glossy to someone else's. My hope is
that within these circumstancesI can continue to have the courage to
work from and into an unknownplaceand not allow the environmentto
de-radicalizethe movement.
GOLDBERG:Is performingyour prosceniumdancesmuch differentfor
you thanperformingthe early work?
BROWN: Simplicity is very hard to perform. You have to have the
courageto be there when you are not concealedby a flurryof gorgeous
actions.Thatkind of "beingthere"makesmy heartbeatdoublejust talking aboutit. In some ways, you don't have to know you're there when
you're sashayingaround.But even in my new work, what makesperforming rewardingis when all of the person'spersonhas arrivedat the
same moment. Feelingis present,physicalskill, luck. It evinces a very
specialkind of humanityin the dancers.They inhabitthemselvesand the
dancingvery fully, with all the levels of their personbroughtinto play.
Being in performanceis existing in the paradoxicalstate of diabolicconcentrationand a feelingof outgoingness.You screw somethingdown so
tight that when it's locked into position and the stage managersays go,
everythingis solid and tight and gleaminglike metal. Fromthat moment
on it's breathand corpusclesand instinct.
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